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Task E: Poker, variable target time
Pilot must declare a target time before launch and must achieve that time before declaring subsequent target times, score max of 5 flights
Local rule: The pilot can call “all in” on any flight and timer must stop clock at the buzzer. If the flight is not in the air at the buzzer, no time
will be recorded for the “all in” target time. Timing stops at the buzzer at the end of the 10 min working time if there is a flight in the air
5 min prep time, 10 min working time, 30 sec landing window, no spare working time
Unlimited launches
Timer marks down declared target time and checks it off as it is achieved. Mark an X for off-field landing and / or penalties
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Pilot must declare a target time before launch and must achieve that time before declaring subsequent target times, score max of 5 flights
Local rule: The pilot can call “all in” on any flight and timer must stop clock at the buzzer. If the flight is not in the air at the buzzer, no time will
be recorded for the “all in” target time. Timing stops at the buzzer at the end of the 10 min working time if there is a flight in the air
5 min prep time, 10 min working time, 30 sec landing window, no spare working time
Unlimited launches
Timer marks down declared target time and checks it off as it is achieved. Mark an X for off-field landing and / or penalties
Pilot / Timer tactics: This task emphasize the ability to produce a poker hand of 5 good flights
A maximum of 5 flights will be scored
Pilot declares a target time,
Pilot flies attempting to achieve the declared target time
The target time must be achieved before moving on to his next self declared target time
Local rule: The pilot can call “all in” on any flight and timer must stop clock at the buzzer. If the flight is not in the air at the buzzer, no time will
be recorded for the “all in” target time. This local rule eases the pilot / helper / timer workload for this task and is intended to help make this
aspect of the task fun
The best score possible is a single flight of 10 min where the pilot declares “all in” prior to the opening buzzer and launches at the buzzer and
is in the air at the time of the ending buzzer
A pilot should be careful to not declare a target time that is too hard to achieve because until he achieves it, he can not record a time for the
target time and move onto the next one
The pilot should also be careful to not declare a target time that is longer than the remaining working time
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